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Objectives

1. To understand the role of a 
teacher teaching on call (TTOC) 
in the classroom.

2. To provide “survival tips” and 
key strategies for coping as a 
TTOC.

3. To provide classroom 
management techniques 
specific to the TTOC and for 
classes from K–12.
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Who are you today?

The average time a new graduate will spend teaching on 

call, before getting any kind of contract, is over three 

years.

Source: BCTF TTOC Survey conducted 
by Margaret White, BCTF 
Research Department, 2008.
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Overview…

 advantages of being a TTOC

 success in the classroom

 bag of tricks, tips for a TTOC

 TTOC role in the classroom

 getting involved—your BCTF local

 getting the call—TTOC professionalism

 parking lot—your questions.
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Your BCTF
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 With a partner, brainstorm a list of advantages of being 
a TTOC.

 Choose one to share with the group.

Advantages of being a TTOC
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Advantages of being a TTOC

 interesting and challenging 
work, with a chance to exercise 
knowledge and creativity

 experience a variety of grade 
levels, schools, and classrooms

 opportunities to experiment 
with teaching strategies
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Advantages of being a TTOC

 chance to build rapport with 
colleagues

 chance to network towards full-
time work—opens the door

 time to “have a life”—flexible 
schedule.
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Starting your class

 Arrive early and put your 
name and agenda on the 
board.

 Greet students at the door.

 Smile, be friendly.

 Explain why you are there.

 Introduce yourself and tell 
something about yourself.

Creating a positive environment
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How do you introduce 
yourself?

 Think of how you introduce yourself to a 

class.

 Share your typical introduction 

“speech”/routine.
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Success in the classroom

Creating a positive environment

 Allow students to introduce 
themselves.

 Be encouraging.
 Allow students to take some 

ownership of class.
 Ask students to explain 

routines and rules.
 Respect yourself, the students, 

and the environment.
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Success in the classroom

 Listen actively, and attentively.
 Call students by name.
 Be fair (not necessarily equal) and 

consistent.
 Be ready to laugh at yourself. Use 

humour.
 Maintain a confident composure, 

be honest about your subject 
limitations.

 Encourage appropriate behaviour.
 Focus is on work, not you.

Creating a positive environment
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Classroom management

Facilitating a non-threatening environment

 Provide choices, 
when appropriate

 Be nonconfrontational

 Choose your battles.

 Be easy going, but in control.

 Move around the classroom.

 Be patient, flexible, and consistent.

 Smile—have a sense of humour.
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Strategies

 proximity

 pause

 positive reinforcement

 cueing

 humour
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 Write down one strategy to create student 

accountability during a high school “work period” or 

“study block.”

 Crumple up your paper.

 SNOWBALL!

Strategies for student 
accountability
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 There is no day plan.

 An unexpected fire alarm goes off.

 An SEA, EA, or TA is trying to take 

control of the class.

 Think of your own.

In small groups, discuss one
of the following scenarios
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Bag of tricks

 What items do you always bring 

in your “bag of tricks”?

 Circulate the room and add your 

ideas to the posted list.
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Bag of tricks

 stationery

 personal items

 activities

 rewards

 books.
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TTOC role in the classroom

 You are legally responsible for 
the class.

 Follow the day plan as closely 
as possible.

 Don’t panic if you can’t get it 
all done.

 Never make a scene—deal privately with students.

– Leave a detailed history 
of the day including names 
of students who were 
helpful, or disruptive.
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TTOC role in the classroom
 A teacher assistant, education 

assistant, or special education 
assistant must work under the 
supervision of the TTOC.

 End the day by cleaning up.
 Mark work completed that 

day.
 Sketch a plan for the next day.
 Always leave your phone 

number or email address.
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Job search

 Post and Fill

 Interview
• STAR (situation, task, 

actions taken, results)

• Quiet write
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Employment Insurance (EI)
requirements

www.servicecanada.gc.ca/eng/home.shtml

Track your hours and research 

how many hours you need to 

qualify for EI over the summer, 

slower work periods, or times 

of illness. 
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Get involved!

BCTF/Local

 Participate in the TTOC committee.
 Share issues and concerns.
 Network with colleagues.
 Participate in professional development.
 Apply to be a BCTF facilitator or member of an 

advisory committee.
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Get involved!

Book/host workshops

 Reality 101—A Day in the Life of a TTOC
 Classroom Management for TTOCs
 Work-Life Balance for TTOCs
 Dealing with Stress in the Workplace
 Employment Insurance: Navigating the EI Claims 

Process
 Occupational Health and Safety
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Know your rights

 right to preparation time

 right to representation

 right to refuse unsafe work

 right to union leaves.

Collective agreement rights
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Call-out

Policy 49.19

a. That the BCTF and its locals work to secure contract 
language that provides for seniority-based TTOC 
call-out procedures that take into account areas of 
expertise.

b. That BCTF locals work to eliminate the practice of 
contract teachers calling out, selecting, or 
expressing a preference for particular TTOCs to fill a 
teacher absence.
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Call-out

Rationale

 Professionalism—TTOCs are qualified teachers. Selling 
oneself undermines dignity.

 Code of ethics—Selecting the TTOC implies evaluation 
of the work of a TTOC.

 Solidarity—TTOC competition undermines solidarity.

 Workplace rights—Denies the collective agreement 
rights enjoyed by contract teachers.
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Summary

 Make TTOC work a rewarding and integral part of your 
overall career.

 Be prepared with a bag of tricks and ideas to help with 
classroom management.

 Offset potential isolation by getting involved in your 
local.

 As in your practicum, success is based on
– being prepared.
– being professional.
– developing a positive rapport with students and 

colleagues.
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Please complete the evaluation form for the 
BCTF.

Workshop title:  
Reality 101: A Day in the Life of a TTOC

Facilitator’s name:

Thank you.
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teachbc.bctf.ca
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